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Abstract: Based on the literature review, this paper synthesizes recent state of knowledge on flood
risk perception and related human behaviors. The main attention is paid to private precautionary
and mitigation measures, and the reasons why these are (not) adopted by agents such as individual
households. Results of a wide range of relevant studies are presented and critically examined. The
findings are presented within an interpretive framework established during the review process; six
key themes (responsibility, risk perception, people and social environment, geography of risk, emotions, theories and conceptual models) and several sub-themes closely related to them were identified
by the content/thematic analysis. These were then utilized to overview and discuss particular factors
and issues involved, as well as various relevant theoretical underpinnings and conceptual models.
The review identifies, illustrates, and addresses not only the consensual views and contradictory
findings of flood risk research, but also several related and essential ambiguities, uncertainties, and
knowledge gaps. Based on these findings, suggestions for future research are discussed, including
the terminological, semantic, methodological, theoretical, and ethical aspects. The paper thus serves
two main tasks: (a) It is a useful reference/departure point for those with research interests in topics
and issues such as flood risk perception, flood risk protective and mitigation behaviors and measures,
or flood risk management in general; and (b) it provides suggestions and incentives for future flood
risk research agenda.
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1. Introduction
Recent flood risk management (hereafter FRM) is continuously passing through a
set of developments, often designated as a “shift” [1–6], or even as a “turn” [7]. First,
decreasing importance is attributed to maintaining a very small flood probability [8], to
the unattainable absolute flood protection [9], and to the large scale, publicly funded
engineering solutions such as dams [2,10,11]. Second, increased attention turns to the intertwined nature of a spectrum of natural and societal processes associated with floods [12,13],
to concepts such as preparedness, resilience, or vulnerability [6,14], to the concept of
shared responsibility [1,10,15–17], and to risk transfer instruments and measures such
as flood-risk communication, monitoring and warning systems, or public participation
in decision-making, and spatial planning processes [1,2,7,18–20]. In general terms, the
older, more “traditional” approaches, mostly relying on the centralized, top-down decisionmaking, and on the technological and technocratic solutions [3,6,21], are continuously
complemented—rather than replaced [22]—by newer, “sustainable,” “more holistic,” “integrated,” or “softer” approaches [1,2,4,9,15,23–29].
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A common part of such developments are the proclaimed expectations of experts,
governments, and other officials and authorities that subjects/agents having any kind of
direct relationship to the flood-prone areas (or even those without such a relationship)
will, due to the presence of the constant flood threat and the inability of public measures
to assure the complete protection, engage actively in flood preparedness and mitigation
activities. Thus, various public and private agents, such as diverse stakeholders, local
property owners, inhabitants, or individual levels, and representatives of decision-making,
are now all, in an increasing and “shared” manner, expected to take their part in prevention,
mitigation, recovery, and other floods-related tasks and processes [6,16,18,30]. Among
these agents the individual households seem to be “the most prominent target group” [7]
(p. 3) of such expectations.
Yet, as the pertinent literature and findings (see below) show, the “expectancy part”
of the equation does not meet up with appropriate reactions, or what could be called
a corresponding “behavioral part” (the term reflects its basis in empirical observations
of what particular agents do, or do not do). In other words, most people, including
those directly endangered by floods, seem to be reluctant toward participating actively in
tackling the threats and damages associated with floods. The existence of such “underreaction” [31] (p. 103) or “policy-practice gap” [2] (p. 331) was recently reported by a
number of studies [15,30,32–35]. The prime example can serve here the private precautionary and mitigation measures: the adoption of these measures by individual households
has been recognized as being essential for handling floods [5,17,36–40] and reducing the
floods-related damages and losses [7,31,41,42], and there is a variety of such measures
at hand, including those more and less demanding (high- and low-cost), preventive and
reactive, individual and community based, one-time and repetitive, or of wet and dry
flood-proofing [2,7,16,17,22,31,34,37,41–53]. Yet, as regularly observed, inactivity/passivity,
deficient familiarity with the measures, their underestimation (or even ridiculing), and
lack of their uptake tend to prevail [2,16,33,39,45,54–56]. If some of these measures are
adopted, those minor/less costly ones are preferred by people, and reactive strategies
and responses associated with the immediate threat prevail over prevention and general
preparedness [2,22,44–47,51,57,58]. Put simply, most people still seem to believe that somebody is obliged to help them [46], they tend to favor the so-called non-protective responses
(see Section 4.2), and there remains a common unwillingness and reluctance to engage in
mitigation activities [2].
Aim and Structure of This Paper
Due to its significance from the viewpoint of recent FRM, the issue of what and
how affects or drives human decision-making processes and actual activities associated
with floods, or, put more simply, why people (do not) engage in floods-related mitigation
activities, seems to be of special relevance for the flood risk research endeavor. Moreover,
in addition to the explication task, the prediction of human behaviors, the options of
channeling these behaviors toward desired ends, but also the specification of such desired
ends (for example, community resilience or sustainable FRM) represent important parts of
the research efforts as well.
The range of related knowledge collected, produced, and provided by current flood
risk research is already an immense one, and naturally calls for review work and systematization. Yet, because of their mostly empirical focus and specific theoretical and
methodological underpinnings, most of the relevant studies present only a partial picture
of the state of knowledge related to the issue under consideration.
This paper aims at filling this gap. Thus, with the main focus upon the private
precautionary and mitigation measures, and the reasons why these measures are (not)
adopted by individual households, this paper overviews and synthesizes literature and
recent state of knowledge on flood risk perception and flood risk-related human behaviors.
Results and findings of a wide range of relevant studies are presented and critically
examined. The findings are organized into several key themes and sub-themes identified
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as the key issues of concern during a review procedure (see Section 2), and utilized to
discuss the particular factors, empirical findings, and theories involved. Concurring and
conflicting views, ambiguities, uncertainties, and knowledge gaps are identified within the
recent flood risk research. Finally, the paper proposes a number of suggestions for future
flood risk research agenda.
To make the body of related findings and views clearer and more comprehensible, the
themes and issues of concern are organized and discussed in the following order:
1. After the introductory part (Section 1), and the description of the review procedures,
methods, and materials used (Section 2), the first thoroughly discussed is the topic of
“shared responsibility” (Section 3), the one which is central to the “new” FRM. Further
explored are the related issues of responsibility transfer and the roles the governments,
various authorities and public protection measures play in it. This part of the paper
concludes with an overview of another important aspect of the responsibility issue, namely
the one of financial resources and funding of flood protection.
2. As important, and closely interrelated factors of the floods-related behaviors are
commonly considered the risk perception, flood awareness, and information availability.
Therefore these are dealt with in a separate part of the paper (Section 4). The related issues
of cognitive biases and evaluations of the flood threat, and potential consequences of floods
within wider contexts of people’s everyday lives, are discussed here as well.
3. Another theme (Section 5) covers particular characteristics of people (including their
memories, experience, and socio-demographic characteristics) and their social environment,
and the ways these are linked with people’s views of floods and responses to them.
4. Factors of location and the adaptive strategies of relocation/moving out of the
endangered areas are reviewed in the next part of the paper (Section 6); reasons why people
(move to) live in flood-prone areas are examined here as well.
5. The issue of emotions and their impact on floods-related behaviors is of growing
importance in flood risk research. That is why several emotional responses to floods, such
as fear or anger, are discussed in this paper (Section 7).
6. There are several theories and conceptual models identifying/establishing links
between particular factors associated with flood risk, and explaining what people do (or
do not do) in relation to risks such as floods; the following part of the paper (Section 8)
deals with these theories, offering their overview, discussion regarding their different
classifications and examples of particular theoretical underpinnings.
7. The penultimate part of the paper (Section 9) summarizes and overviews the
findings, and points to several relevant consensual and contradictory views, ambiguities,
uncertainties, and research gaps. As an essentially important part of this paper, discussion
on a variety of suggestions, incentives, and implications for future flood risk research
agenda is offered here as well.
8. Finally, Section 10 concludes this paper, pointing out some of its limitations as well.
2. Procedure, Materials, and Methods
Because of its broad scope, the findings of this study are based on a semi-systematic
literature review. The review procedure involved several subsequent steps:
1. First, the search strategy has been developed, i.e., decisions were made regarding
the databases used for searching for the relevant studies, and regarding the search terms. In
February 2019, the initial search was conducted, using the international electronic database
ScienceDirect and the search terms “floods,” “flood risk,” “risk perception,” “behavior,”
“households,” “protection,” “mitigation,” “measures.” The search generated 1293 results.
After restricting the search focus on the research and review articles, this number has
been reduced to 773. Based on a screening of a sample (15%) of these results (titles,
abstracts, keywords), a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria has been established and
applied (Table 1). For example, since the review focused on the recent flood risk research,
main attention was paid to studies published after 2000. References in other reviews
were screened for publications in the additional database (Web of Science). Naturally,
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the relevance of the meanings of the respective terms was also taken into account (for
example, “behavior” can be associated not only with humans, but also with materials,
fluids, chemical substances etc.,).
Table 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria used and their description.
Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Descriptions of Criteria

Year of publication

Studies published since 2000

Language used

English language

Journals

Papers published in peer-reviewed journals

Type of the study

Research and review articles
(review articles prioritized)

Additional database

References/papers in WOS

Full-text

Full-text available/accessible

Disciplines/fields of research

No particular restrictions

Methods applied

No particular restrictions

Titles, keywords, abstracts

Papers with three or more of the search terms
within the title, keywords and abstract

Thematic scope and relevance of contents

Papers dealing with the factors of flood risk
perception and floods-related behaviors from
the viewpoint of flood risk research

2. Out of the initial search, 82 articles were selected for detailed full-text reading and
subjected to content/thematic analysis for preliminary identification of the main recurring
themes/issues of concern. This phase also led to the refinement of the main focus of this
study (on factors associated with the adoption of private precautionary and mitigation
measures).
3. A focused search and snowball method were used to collect further information.
The procedure applied involved: checking for references in the initial set of studies (forward
and backward searches performed within the reference lists); searching for papers (or other
sources such as books or book chapters) dealing with particular themes, sub-themes, or
issues (for example, costs, emotions, conceptual models) more thoroughly; searching for
studies from various regions of the world and types of countries (for example, middle- and
low-income countries); updating and supplementing of relevant findings and information
via studies published after the initial search. This focused search was not limited by any
special restrictions (for example, in terms of databases or journals used); its main purpose
was to attain deeper understanding of the previously identified major themes and the main
research issue (including, for example, the roles of pertinent factors). As a result, another
90 studies were included in the review; these were subjected to reading (abstracts, but
mostly full-texts) and content analysis as well. This way, the particular key themes were
refined, including the identification of their sub-themes; these represent the main issues of
concern and the factors of floods-related behavior associated with them. Importantly, they
only represent a generalized view of the principal links/associations identified within the
research literature, which does not mean they are, in fact, mutually exclusive or isolated.
Figures 1–3 characterize the final set of reviewed studies in terms of the time of their
publication, spatial focus of research, and methods applied.
4. The main themes and sub-themes identified (Table 2) served as the interpretive
framework (or the so-called thematic map) utilized to overview, discuss, and synthesize
the theoretical insights and empirical findings of individual studies.
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Figure 1. Reviewed studies according to the year of publication.

Figure 2. Reviewed studies according to the spatial focus/territories of research.

Figure 3. Reviewed studies according to the methods used.
Table 2. Key themes and sub-themes identified across the set of reviewed studies.
Key Themes/Issues of Concern Identified

Sub-Themes
(Issues of Concern, Factors of Behavior)

Responsibility

Responsibility sharing and transfers
The role of governments and authorities
The role of public/structural protection measures
Financial aspects/issues of funding

Risk perception

Threat awareness
Information availability
Cognitive biases and non-protective responses
Quality of life (the role of floods in people’s lives)

People

Memories and flood experience
Socio-demographic characteristics
The role of social environment

Geography of risk

The role of spatial/geographical features
Relocation/moving out

Feelings/emotions

The roles of particular emotions

Theories, conceptual models

Classifications of theories
Individual theories
Conceptual models
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3. Responsibility—Shared or Transferred to “Someone Else”?
If there is a hallmark of the new FRM paradigm, then it is the idea of “shared responsibility.” The idea means that the responsibility for flood protection, response, and post-flood
recovery should be spread across a wider spectrum of agents, including not only those
“traditionally” involved, such as various authorities (including governments), experts,
agencies etc., but also agents such as individuals/individual households in general, or,
especially, flood-prone areas’ local residents and property owners [1,10,15–17].
Naturally, such a view of shared responsibility is a rather a generalized one: depending
on the historical developments, cultural backgrounds, established (either past or present)
practices of policy and decision-making, resources availability to agents involved and
power transfers in-between of them, as well as environmental and many other factors, the
related states of affairs and developmental pathways can take specific forms in particular
countries and regions of the world. Thus, differences can be observed in this regard when
considering the situation in, for example, Western Europe and in the countries of the
so-called former Eastern Bloc [6,56,59–61], or when comparing the high-income countries
with the low- or middle-income countries [28,29,52,62–69].
Taking into account the official proclamations of the idea of shared responsibility, it is
dealt with, in a broader manner, in general frameworks such as the Sendai Framework for
disaster risk reduction 2015–2030 [7,70], as well as, in a more specific manner, in documents
such as the European Union Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) or the European
Floods Directive (2007/60/EC); the latter two documents are expected to trigger the
emergence of new governance frameworks in European Union Member States which will,
except of other measures, encourage active involvement of various stakeholders [6,71–73],
and place greater levels of responsibility for managing flood risk at the level of individual
households [2].
The main assumption lying behind the idea of shared responsibility seems to be the
one that responsibility creates an incentive for individuals and households to take action
to mitigate their flood risk and prepare for recovery after a flood [74]. As the empirical
evidence shows [30,49], people’s beliefs about their own responsibility for protection
represent important factors of why people do or do not act, or fail or succeed in protecting
themselves from environmental hazards [8].
Yet, as already indicated (see Section 1), while the officials and authorities, insurers, or
emergency and water management agencies expect local residents and property owners to
take more responsibility for preparedness, response, and recovery, including the related
activities and costs [2,5,10,16,17,33,72], such an expectation does not meet with a desired
appreciation and acceptance on the side of its addressees. On the contrary, though some
examples of communities with stronger sense of responsibility were observed [37], only a
minority of people generally (feel urge to) accept the idea that also they should take part
in floods-relevant activities [8,30,45,75–77]. Rather, most people still tend to see FRM and
related responsibility and activities as “someone else’s job” [33] (p. 1593), and by that someone else they mostly mean central and local governments and authorities (see Section 3.1,
Section 3.2, Section 3.3), but also insurance companies, researchers, planners, firefighters,
and civil protection services, or even neighboring countries [4,41,45–47,54,60,61,76–78].
Somehow paradoxically, as rather insignificant seems to be whether the responsible entities’
activities are perceived positively, or as being insufficient or inappropriate [54,56,60,76].
3.1. Governments and Authorities
Consonant with the view of FRM as the end product of complex political and administrative interactions [13] is the common acknowledgement that governments and
other authorities (hereafter the G&A) still play a crucial role in it [29,39,45,79,80]. Yet
this role seems to be a complicated one; Handmer [81], for instance, shows how local
governments struggle with the task to borne and reconcile the policies and guidelines
developed by (supra)national or state governments with other numerous issues competing
for their attention (for example, the tensions between flood risk management and economic
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development). Moreover, the perceptions, intentions, or interests of the G&A may differ
a lot from those of lay public [82,83]; people often fail to differentiate individual levels of
decision-making [60]; and they usually continue to perceive FRM as a state responsibility
in general [2,56], including not only the provision of protection and recovery measures, but
also the imposition of particular restrictions, which, however, people (but also the G&A
themselves) in turn often tend to dispute or violate [6,44,45,47,77,84–87]. Furthermore,
there are concerns about who is, actually, included in (or excluded from) decision-making
processes, and about transfers of responsibility (to individuals, households, communities)
without corresponding transfers of power or resources [18,21,71,73,80,88–91]. Hence, as
frequently observed [2,5,6,58,61,71,72], the G&A, despite their official proclamations, often
continue applying the “paternalist approach” [61] (p. 2562). Especially central governments
still play the most important roles in FRM in the majority of countries: they shape regulatory frameworks, bear the ultimate responsibility for crisis management, and often provide
a critical amount of money for post-disaster emergency relief and protection measures [72]
(p. 95). Naturally, however, the situation is not the same everywhere; as, for example,
Atreya et al. [28], Islam et al. [80] or Habib [92] point out, especially in the cases of middleor low-income countries, households/local communities, because of the state’s limited
resources and investments into the protection measures, often do not have many other
choices than to bear the main burden of risk mitigation on their own, commonly relying on
traditional/indigenous measures/survival strategies and local knowledge [53,80].
3.2. Public Protection Measures
People in general do not tend to transfer the responsibility for flood protection only
to someone, but also to something else; and this “something” usually means the public
protection measures. There is a wide spectrum of such measures [6,24,33,46,76,77,93];
however, the technological/engineered, or the so-called structural measures (i.e., flood
control structures such as dams or levees) have gained a special prominence in a variety of
ways [2].
The (proclaimed) lowering preference of structural flood prevention options accompanying recent advancements in FRM is the result of recognition that despite fulfilling
the convenient protection function, it is exactly this convenience that gives rise to a set of
interrelated problems:

•
•

•

First, these measures are, in a long-term, economically unbearable and unsustainable [3,10,28,59,87];
Second, these measures cannot provide absolute protection [9,11,41,94], they can fail
in providing protection in general [11,41,65,69,95], and there is, therefore, always some
residual risk associated with them [2,62,96];
Third, due to the structural measures’ ability to lower the (perceived) frequency of
floods, or to provide protection against minor floods, the construction and presence
of such measures often leads to underestimation of the risk, (false) sense of security,
(further) socio-economic development in the flood-prone areas, and through inhibiting the sense of one’s own responsibility, to people’s inaction regarding the private
protection and mitigation measures [2,3,9,15,31,56,75,76,96–98]. As a result of this
“levee effect” [2,95,97], a major flood may, in combination with insufficient protection
and preparedness [11], increase the damages and losses [78].

Despite all of these issues, people in general still tend to rely and place their confidence
upon the structural/technical measures [2,4,33,59,62,75,76,78,97], favor them over the private or other public measures [45,72,77], and call for their further enhancements [45,61,77,87].
In fact, these measures still play an important, if not decisive role in current FRM.
3.3. Financial Issues and Funding of Protection and Recovery
Financial aspect is one of the main constituents of the shared responsibility idea.
Simply put, if the flood protection, or recovery are to be realized, someone has to pay for
them. The issue of costs then naturally comes to the fore [99] with a request to spread these
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costs across a wider spectrum of agents [10,30]. It is less clear, however, who should belong
to that spectrum (and who should not), and what kind and degree of “share” (in financial
terms) the particular agents should take.
The willingness of individuals to get (more) involved in paying for protection and mitigation measures is variable. For example, it can be, depending on the specific circumstances,
both positively and negatively influenced by previous experience with floods [45,54,100].
The issue is, however, a much more complicated one. Particular financial instruments
playing important roles here are the ex-post compensation/relief mechanisms, ad hoc subsidies, or insurance. The combinations and ways of applying these instruments, which are
provided both by public and private subjects (governments, insurance companies), or their
partnerships (the so-called PPPs), tend to differ among individual countries, thus having
differentiated impacts upon people’s mitigation behavior [17,66,68,72,84,85,101–105].
For example, insurance, a prime risk transfer instrument, is assumed to be a sign
of personal responsibility [77] and an incentive for additional risk reduction by households [7,17,42,48,66]. Moreover, insurance is also expected to reduce the financial uncertainty, since the large monetary loss from a flood is replaced with a smaller fixed costs in
the form of the insurance premium [7].
Yet the costs, or the affordability of taking out insurance, as well as of adopting
private mitigation measures, are often an issue [7,16,17,35,42–44,47,54,84,104,106], not
exceptionally associated with social (in)justice and inequality concerns [17,28,85,89,91]. For
some households, insurance can be unavailable/inaccessible [22,28,41,44,47,54,58], and
such a situation, if overlapping with patterns of social inequality/deprivation or higher
levels of vulnerability, can make the victims “trapped,” fully dependent upon external
support, and unable to adopt any private mitigation measures. Furthermore, if households
depending on a limited budget pay for one of the options (insurance or measures), it may
rule out the other one [44,47,85], or it can lead to necessary tradeoffs between investments
into mitigation measures/insurance and other components of general welfare [91,106].
There are also records of the obscure practices of insurance companies [22,30,41,45,47,54,85];
resulting reproaches, anger, or distrust then may lead to denial of insurance or other private
activities.
Another mechanism assumed to be involved is the “charity hazard” [103], also called
as the “crowding-out effect” [72] (p. 96); it explains that the existence of governmental relief
programs, funded, for example, by tax money [5,60,107], makes people passive regarding
their own mitigation activities, including the (lowered) insurance demand [54]. In turn,
then, the public sphere crowds-out the private one, and hence, it is not easy to decide about
the “proper” extent of governmental responsibilities and assistance in financing flood
protection and relief. Let alone that though most people still expect that such assistance
will play a decisive role [30,77], not all of them have to be at the same time enthusiastic
about helping those endangered with their tax contributions [77]. This opens space for a
profound, yet probably not clearly decidable contention: is it appropriate to place the main
responsibility on the affected/endangered individuals, or rather rely on general solidarity
and mutual support?
4. Risk Perception—Does Awareness of the Threat Mean That People Will Act Accordingly?
Perceptions of risk and awareness of the threat relate to the ways people subjectively
assess the (potential) danger, and to the extent to which they possess and utilize the
information about it [54] (p. 171). Risk perception is a key term and concept in recent
research on risk prevention and mitigation [108–113], yet, somehow surprisingly, it lacks
any clear and unambiguous definition, and thus is used quite loosely [114]. Therefore, the
term awareness seems to be more specific and appropriate to express whether or what do
people know about a given threat. Another related term/concept is the threat appraisal [2],
which subsumes people’s judgements regarding disaster’s probability and its expected
consequences [1,36].
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4.1. Threat Awareness and Information Availability
Threat awareness is traditionally considered to be an essential component of flood
preparedness [2,7,31,32,39,97,115]. It is assumed that if people know about the threat,
they will act accordingly, i.e., they will engage in protection and mitigation activities.
Correspondingly, the importance of information about the threat has been (and still is)
stressed within relevant policies, and the so-called “information deficit model” [2] (p. 331)
has been adopted to, through various “awareness campaigns” [116] (p. 217) and information channels such as lectures, personal agenda, mass media, maps, webpages, and
other [16,20,28,44,46,61,74,79,98,117], spread the risk-related information among the public
and thus to foster common preparedness.
However, the assumptions lying behind these measures had proved to be wrong [7,34,41,98,113].
Research shows that information availability does not have to raise awareness, and both of
them do not directly or necessarily predict expected behavior [2,16,41,54,60,75,84,118,119].
Rather, there is a typical contrast between the high proportion of people who state they are
aware of the danger and the much lower proportion of those who make any personal preparations [32]. Moreover, people often simply lack interest in being informed and, correspondingly, underestimate or underutilize the available information [16,32,33,39,41,45,54,77].
Another issue can be the distrust toward those who supply the information [116].
4.2. Denial and Cognitive Biases
Another issue that needs to be considered is what does it actually mean “to be aware”
of the threat. The perceived and actual risks are often misaligned [32,47,78,120], and there
is an inclination toward underestimation of the threat [47,116]. People tend to deny the
possibility that the danger is real or acute, or they just believe that the disaster is less likely
to happen (again) to them, personally [36,41,113,116,120–122].
Such simplifying mechanisms [120], called as the “ostrich effect” [116], “optimistic
bias” [122], or “cognitive dissonance” [97], can be seen as non-protective responses to the
threat: they do not prevent physical damages, but rather lessen the negative emotional
consequences such as fear or anxiety [31] to insure day-to-day psychical functionality [97].
4.3. Quality of Life
It has been aptly pointed out by Burningham et al. [116] that much of the work
on flood awareness focuses only on people’s knowledge, understanding, and concerns
about flooding, not on how these factors figure within broader evaluations of local life.
Thus, though it might be assumed that floods, simply because of their potential to impose
disorder on what contributes to well-being [10], are just “bad,” and so people will do
what they can against them, it turns out that the situation is not so straightforward. No
doubt that floods have many negative impacts upon human lives, both direct and indirect [45,51,68,87,97,123–125], and these impacts can be further aggravated by unfavorable
living conditions; in this regard the life circumstances in the low- and middle-income
countries seem to be of particular concern [53,58,63–65,69,91,92,106].
Nevertheless, when it comes to the perceptions and attitudes, people, including those
living in flood-prone areas, do not have to see floods in as significantly negative way as
one might assume; for large (often prevailing) proportions of local populations, floods are
associated with “moderate” or minimal impacts (or with no impacts at all) on their overall
quality of life [6,54,126,127]. Some people might even consider floods to be an advantageous
and unique feature of their place of residence [6]. In such cases, unsurprisingly, people’s
motivation to engage in mitigation activities does not have to be any strong.
5. People—What Difference Does Who We Are Make?
Communities exposed to hazards are not homogenous groups of people [79]; individuals and particular social formations differ regarding their characteristics, and these are, in
turn, associated with the variations in risk judgments [111] and with certain patterns of
disaster-relevant behaviors [121].
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5.1. Memories and Experience
People may have very different historical backgrounds regarding their experience with
floods [3] and such differences can have significant impact upon the ways individuals and
communities perceive risk and prepare for a disaster [1,11,31,59,79,83,121,128–131]. However, the term experience is not unequivocally defined, interpreted, or applied [36,113,114].
It was suggested [44,45] that the direct experience, compared to the indirect/vicarious one,
is a key factor of change within endangered communities. Furthermore, people can be
distinguished based on the fact, whether they were, or were not, personally affected by
a disaster in the past (victims and non-victims). As some findings suggest, people with
flood experience, and especially those affected/victims, compared to those without experience/unaffected, tend to perceive risk/threat or its potential consequences to be more
severe, utilize (more frequently) more information resources about floods, or experience
peculiar emotional responses to floods [32,35,36,38,40,49,98,100,113,116,127]; moreover,
their cognitive biases may be reduced [122], and there is higher likelihood they will adopt
the private mitigation measures [22,35,49,54]. Yet the findings are not uniform in all cases:
it has been also found/suggested that the effect of experience is rather indirect [15], that it
has no effect at all, or that it can even inhibit/reduce the private mitigation activities of
households [16,32,40,41,47], including the taking out of insurance [22].
There are several (potential) reasons for these differing observations. For example,
as already mentioned, conceptualizations of experience can differ in particular studies.
Financial options for handling the floods vary among individual households or populations
of particular countries or regions (see also Section 3.3). The character of the previously
experienced flood(s) and the time aspect of the event need to be taken into account as
well. Preparedness can increase with the magnitude and severity of past floods [22,113],
yet failing to cope with the flood can also make people feel helpless, mistrustful toward
mitigation measures, less willing to act, and more inclined toward the non-protective
responses; at the same time the possibility that future floods may be smaller in magnitude
and thus easier to manage than before may be overlooked [2]. On the other hand, the
experience of relatively minor floods may lead to overestimation of current protection, a
false sense of security, misjudgment of one’s own ability to cope, and underestimation of
the likelihood of a major event [79,98,116].
The time aspect of flood experience subsumes two important features: the recentness
and the frequency of floods. While recently experienced flooding may make people
judge the probability and severity of a flood to be greater [15] and so engender higher
awareness and interest in mitigation measures [41,100], experiences from a more distant
past seem to have a rather minor influence on risk perception and mitigation behavior [1].
Bolstered by the (relative) infrequency and discrete character of floods, especially those
major ones [59,79,98], “the fading character of disaster experience” [98] (p. 1060) can result
in a false sense of security, decreased risk awareness, and promotion of the optimistic
bias [116]. On the other hand, it is not clear how fast extreme events are forgotten [35], and
some findings suggest that memories of past experience do not have to necessarily “fade
away” [2,60]. To sum up, the debate about the importance of floods’ magnitude and time
aspect in relation to experience and relevant behavior is still an ongoing one [41,86,132,133].
5.2. Socio-Demographic Characteristics
The socio-demographic characteristics of people were found to be associated with the
ways people perceive, prepare for, or respond to various risks [31,32,111,130], and with
patterns of disaster damages, mortality, or variations in (social) vulnerability [14,51,95]. It
is no surprise, then, that they are examined in almost every study on flood risk perception [49]; it was, however, also noted that some aspects of these characteristics, such as the
demographic change, so far received rather little attention in FRM [134].
Because of the multitude of, often differing or contradictory, related findings, in this
paper only a segment of them is presented and exemplified by means of three characteristics:
age, sex/gender, and level of education.
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5.2.1. Age
From the viewpoint of relation between disasters and age, children and older
people can be viewed as the two particularly vulnerable and burdened demographic
groups [14,37,45,46,51,53,87,115,124,135,136]. However, the state of affairs is, once again,
not so straightforward. For example, older people are, due to various factors more vulnerable than other age groups [14,95,100,135,137], yet their lifetime experience(s) may
also reduce their levels of hazards-related stress and worries [97,127,135,137]. Observations were made of positive correlation between age and risk perception [12,127], yet
other findings are different or even quite opposite ones [36,116,130,138]. Considering the
mitigation behavior, the presence of children in a household can promote the adoption
of flood risk protection measures and strategies [44,47,54]. Younger people have been
shown to prefer reactive strategies [32,54], while older people, due to factors such as physical [2] and financial [54] demands, or simply because they believe they have already “seen
it all” [121] (p. 519), often tend to neglect any preparations. Conflicting findings were
reported regarding the relationship between age and willingness to pay for mitigation
measures [30,54].
5.2.2. Sex/Gender
Taking into account the sex/gender (hereafter only the term gender will be used),
women are, compared to men, considered to be particularly vulnerable [14,51,55] and
affected by floods [51,91,139]. Yet women were also found to expect to suffer less flood damage [36], to prefer a longer periods of advanced warning [46], to report a higher negative impact of floods on their wellbeing [45], or to perceive a higher level of risk [1,11,12,38,127,130].
Women have been also characterized as more concerned about human health and safety [111],
or more quickly reacting to a threat [121], especially if this concerns their family/household [97].
Men tend to demonstrate their manhood by “macho” behavior [121], so they might neglect
the need for any preparations for a disaster [54]. Yet, the findings of particular studies
regarding this topic often differ considerably [47,54]. Thus, some studies show that, in fact,
men are more likely to have evacuation plans [32], and that more males in the household
lead to more flood risk reduction measures being adopted [47].
5.2.3. Education
The educational level seems to be related with socioeconomic status, lifetime earnings,
and ability to understand warnings and to access the recovery information [14]. People
with more education can have better knowledge about floods [41], clearer understanding of
related terms and facts [36], and tend to expect less government assistance and to endorse
payments for property-level flood protection [30]. Such observations, however, are not
uniform [54]. Moreover, higher levels of education do not necessarily mean raised flood
awareness [54,97,140], and can be even associated with lower flood risk perception [127]
or lower perceived flood probability and expectations to suffer less flood damage [36].
Nevertheless, higher educational levels were found to be associated with higher levels
of personal responsibility, higher sense of capability to employ mitigation behaviors, and
higher likelihood to adopt private mitigation measures [16,30,54,57,140].
5.2.4. Caveats and Limitations
The findings presented here are only a fraction, though exemplary and telling one,
of the whole amount of pertinent information gathered within a host of relevant studies.
The particular findings often differ, probably due to factors such as differing methods
of data acquisition and analysis, or due to differences regarding situations in individual
communities or places [38]. Therefore, it is difficult, or even questionable, to establish
any general patterns. Furthermore, the role of socio-demographic characteristics in flood
risk research is not unquestionable as well. Some studies see such characteristics as
rather poor [1,22] or ambiguous [31] predictors of floods-related behavior, or “only” as
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mediators or amplifiers of the main connections between experience, perception, and
preparedness [98].
5.3. Social Environment
The role assigned to the social environment (social groups, social relationships) in
affecting the floods-related behaviors is strongly dependent on a particular study’s theoretical and methodological background. Some viewpoints can stress the influence of social
position (such as class) or socio-political organization upon the vulnerability [95,124], or
the relationship between flood risk exposure and patterns of poverty, social inequality and
environmental injustice [91,135,136,141,142]. Risk responses can be viewed as complex
social processes [121], within which society takes cognize of the risks, facilitates precautionary behavior [113], and shapes the overall social [120] or individual [143] experience of risk
and preparedness. The ways the local communities function [28,37,79], the interpersonal
linkages and networks [7,32,80,138,144], mutual support and help [4,40,44,45,136,138], the
behavior and example of neighbors and friends [22,106,145], but also possible deterioration of relations associated with perceived unjust distribution of financial compensations,
gossips and feelings of envy or reproach [60,87] are all considered as significant for handling a disaster and preparations for another one. By recognizing the role of the strength
and quality of social networks as substantially impacting the community’s ability to cope
and recover [37], the significance of trust in relation to the risk management’s successful
functioning has been highlighted [24,111]. As an analytical tool focusing upon the social
relationships and bridging ties supporting the individual and community-based mitigation
activities, the concept of social capital [7,138,140] is often seen as “a key determinant of
resilience and adaptive capacity” [10] (p. 39), enabling “the strengthening of memory about
past natural disasters and the exchange of information about possible future risks and
mitigation behavior” [61] (p. 2556). However, relevant research shows that the roles of
social capital, social cohesion, or collective efficacy are not unambiguous: while some of
their particular components can have a positive effect on general preparedness, the effect of
some other (such as the overreliance on social support, linked with a false sense of safety)
can, through reduction of risk perception, make households less likely to adopt mitigation
measures [87,138,146,147].
6. Location, Relocation and Place Attachment—Why to Live in The Place, When It Is at Risk?
When it comes to floods, geography does matter. Spatial characteristics such as
distance or elevation influence not only the actual risk, but also the way people perceive
it [36,44,53,69,90,108,125,138,144,148]. Various settlement features relate to the character
of social ties and community response to the threat [4,61,73,97,149]. Spatial relations and
differences associated with various aspects of floods and floods-related behavior play a
substantial role in most of the relevant studies [11,12,14,46,60,76,77,79,95,116,130].
Another one issue closely related to location and spatial characteristics, and crucially
important from the viewpoint of flood protection and mitigation behaviours, is the issue of
the reasons why people live in flood-prone areas. The issue can be further divided into two
aspects: why do people move into flood-prone areas, and why do they stay to live there,
even after being hit by a disaster. The first aspect has been already, though rather implicitly,
answered within previous sections of the paper: besides factors such as underestimation of
the threat, transfer of responsibility to (and reliance upon) someone/something else, lack
of awareness, unavailability or insufficient utilization of relevant information, infrequency
of floods, or their low importance for the overall quality of life, the ever-changing and often
place-specific interplay of many other personal, financial/economic, political, historical, or
environmental factors influencing the decision-making processes throughout the whole
spectrum of agents (from individual households to governments) needs to be taken into
account here. In effect then, in general, the socio-economic development (including housing
construction) in floodplains continues or even accelerates [1,5,62,64,68,85,96,141,150].
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Focusing on the second aspect, i.e., the option of relocation or moving away from
the endangered or already flooded area to a safer place, although such an option appears
to be a reasonable adaptation strategy [37,45,125] (potentially) reducing the risk of being
flooded (again) to a zero [7], it seems to be applied rather exceptionally. In other words,
once people (move to) live in the flood-prone areas, they usually stay there, even after being
(repeatedly) hit by floods [37,44,47,54,55,60,61,87,106]. Factors already stated in relation to
the first aspect are involved here as well, yet two groups of them seem to be of particular
importance: the financial/economic factors, and the emotional ones. The prize of the land,
together with a natural need of housing, can lure people to live in floodplains; the same
factor, however, can turn out to be part of a “trap” of vicious circle of repeated floods and
damages, insufficient refunds and issues of insurance (see Section 3.3), and impaired value
of properties [45,97]. With the incapability to sell the properties for reasonable price [41],
moving out of the area can become a task individually unattainable [61] and dependent
upon external support such as governmental relocation programs [7,151].
Other factors making people reluctant toward relocation (even in the cases of sufficient
resources or external prompts) are emotional. These factors chiefly mean personal ties
with a place, often called as a place attachment [6,44,47], are often expressed through
meanings and associations such as “family,” “home,” “place of birth,” “childhood,” “my
land,” “my way of life,” “pride,” “patriotism,” etc. Humans tend to develop personal bonds
to places [123], and such bonds influence risk denial [116] and flood preparedness [152].
Slovic [111] explains that the favorable associations affect the benefit–risk comparison by
highlighting the positive aspect and lowering the importance of the negative one.
7. Affects and Emotions–(How Much) Does It Matter What We Feel About Floods?
There are various ways of defining and differentiating affects, emotions, and other
related psychological states [153–155]. In the hazards, risks and risk management literature,
however, these terms are usually used as modalities linked with the general notion of
feelings. Taking into account their influence, it can be both positive and negative [40],
direct and indirect [15] and, importantly, they can be seen as both causes and effects, i.e.,
simultaneously consequences of floods, and determinants of flood preparedness.
Recognizing the emotions as mechanisms directing fundamental psychological processes such as attention, memory, and information processing [111], feelings are still more
emphasized as the missing link in risk perception research [38], or in the explanation of
the disjoint between awareness and preparedness [2]. Within approaches such as fear
appeal, risk-as-feelings hypothesis, affect heuristic, affect-as-information, social cognitive
models, and others [2,15,34,40,156], feelings appear as important determinants of whether
(or whether not) and how people prepare for, and respond to, floods. By influencing the
cognitive evaluation of a risk [1], or through the need to alleviate the negative affect [40],
the positive effects of emotions can motivate people to take precautionary measures. The
effect, however, can be also the opposite one, leading to demotivation [34].
The variegated effects of emotions can be demonstrated on examples of particular
feelings, or rather groups of interrelated emotions and related psychological states and
effects [37] commonly associated with floods. Some of them were already mentioned; for
example, feelings associated with the place of residence can influence people’s judgements
regarding the risk, and the related decision of staying to live in areas that remain endangered. Emotions can also both positively and negatively affect the interpersonal/social
relationships within endangered/affected communities [60], thus making them more or
less resilient or vulnerable (see Section 5.3).
7.1. Fear and Helplessness
Enduring fear, worries, anxiety, or stress represent typical responses to disasters [2,7,54,60].
They seem to be much more prevalent among the affected people [35], they can be anytime recalled and invigorated by impulses and cues (for example rain) associated with the
threat [45,51,54], they bolster the catastrophic envisioning of future [45,60], and they can, yet
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not necessarily, lead to increased awareness, personal mitigation behavior, or willingness to
pay for protection [1,34,38,40,100,122].
On the contrary, feelings and states such as helplessness, powerlessness, or hopelessness weaken the motivation for one’s own action and have a negative effect on protection
behavior [1,51,61]. If fear or stress which usually motivate people to take precautionary
measures, meet with learned helplessness, they are likely to result in the non-protective
behavior [54,100]. In association with avoidance, denial, or postponement of realizing the
protective measures, such maladaptive [22] or non-protective [1,2,31] responses mean that
people “respond” to the disaster in a way that does not prevent or mitigate future losses,
but rather leads to inactivity and increased vulnerability [22].
7.2. Sorrow, Anger, Blaming, and Trust
Resulting from damages and losses (unfortunately often including casualties), the
sorrow of victims, of those people who have lost someone or something during a disaster,
but also of those able to empathize with them or simply those hit by a vicarious experience
often turns to anger and blaming. People usually see floods as “man-made” and so,
after the disaster happens, they tend to look for someone to blame [41] (p. 266). This
tendency is, once again, related to the issue of responsibility transfer (see Section 3), and
with the unrealistic expectations of the public of the skills, capacities, and services that
can be provided by the G&A or other organizations [33]. These can be then blamed for
insufficient reduction of the risk, escalation of flood losses and for (not) having issued
building permits in flood-prone areas [45,54,77], for letting people to stay unaware of, and
lacking knowledge about, the danger [116], or for an inadequate help [46]. Moreover, the
tendency to blame the G&A seems to rise in compliance with the damages [60]. Blaming
can also concern the public protection measures for their ineffectiveness during disaster
events [61].
Yet, though often blaming someone or something for not doing things right, most people, rather than accepting their own share of responsibility for mitigation activities, still tend
to rely on that someone or something else, whoever or whatever it is. Thus, somehow paradoxically, blaming goes hand in hand with trust, which, as stated by Wachinger et al. [98]
(p. 1053), “is employed by individuals to manage personal risk through externalized
faith.” Naturally, trust needs to be considered in relation to its various forms, degrees,
contexts, and effects. Trust—or lack of it—in authorities and experts, in other members
of the community, in particular measures, in oneself/one’s own capabilities to handle
a threat, has a substantial impact on risk perception or (motivation to) protective and
mitigation behavior [5,15,16,22,34,71,80,90,98,104,147]. Such an impact can be, however,
both motivational/supportive (in terms of an individual’s engagement in mitigation activities), or demotivating: in endangered communities, for example, trust represents a
social relationships skill needed to sufficiently appraise the flood-related information and
perform effective risk communication and joint action [24,111,116]; on the other hand,
excessive trust can be linked with overreliance upon the help and protective abilities
of someone/something else (government, local community, public measures) and with
inhibitory effect on risk perception or private mitigation behaviors [15,127,138,146,147].
8. Theories and Concepts
As presented throughout previous sections of this paper, there is a gamut of factors
associated with the floods-relevant behaviors of various agents. Moreover, there is a
widespread agreement of the fact that these factors are mutually intertwined within a kind
of complex interplay [2,7,12,13,15,32,37,38,79,98,120]. However, it is much less clear (or
agreed upon) how this interplay, in fact, works, i.e., how the respective bits and pieces
interact with each other, what is the nature of their (causal) connections, or what kinds of
outcomes they produce.
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8.1. Classifications of Approaches—What Kinds of Theories Do We Have at Hand to Explain Risk
Perceptions and Floods-Related Behaviors?
There are a number of theories, concepts or (social-cognitive), models currently applied
to help researchers to explore, examine, and explain (various aspects of) floods-relevant
behaviors. The existence of such a range of possible approaches, however, also points to
the fact that so far none of them was, and still is, able to offer fully comprehensive and
reliable explanations of what has been observed, or even predictions of what will happen
next [7,15,16,43,47,157,158]. In this regard, proposals for linking/combining various theories and application of overarching concepts such as human well-being have been made
recently [7].
To make things more comprehensible, several more or less differing/overlapping
overviews and classifications of diverse theoretical and methodological viewpoints and
approaches have been recently worked out in pertinent studies. In this paper, some of
those classifications are first presented in brief, and examples of particular theories and
concepts are discussed afterwards.
With focus on risk perception, for example, the so-called psychometric paradigm associated with quantifications of individuals’ risk perceptions and attitudes through survey
questionnaires has been distinguished from a line of research designated as the heuristics,
this one aiming attention at the rules of thumb used by people to simplify complex problems and to make decisions without using all of their cognitive capacities [49]. In another
study, Birkholz et al. [9] (pp. 15–17), based on consideration of the recent developments in
social sciences, identified two broad paradigms of approaches to risk perception: (a) the
rationalist view, emphasizing individual cognitive processes and judgements within a
“rational” decision-making process around the need to adopt protective behaviors, and
including the “revealed preferences and psychometric paradigm” approaches and concepts
of “Prospect Theory—heuristics and judgements”; and (b) the constructivist paradigm,
preferring seeing risk, individual’s judgements, and decision-making processes and behavioral options as being shaped rather by the social relationships and influences–the
“social construction of risk” approaches and the “cultural theory of risk” are applied in the
pertinent research.
Other classifications focus on approaches dealing with mitigation behavior and (establishing/portraying links between) a range of factors affecting it. Thus, for example,
Kellens et al. [49] mention three basic approaches: the “expectancy valence theories” (see
Section 8.2. for a more thorough discussion regarding some of them, for example the
Protection Motivation Theory), the “contingent valuation methods” (economical approach
to elicit people’s preferences for public goods, such as environmental quality or flood
protection), and the qualitative approaches. Another comprehensive overview has been
offered by Weinstein [113], who summarizes the respective approaches under few main
headings:

•

•

•
•

Based on the awareness of preventive measures (and their availability, costs and
perceived effectiveness), and perceived vulnerability to, and severity of, the threat, the
“decision-making perspective” sees the need for action to be decided by weighing the
magnitude of the threat against the costs and benefits associated with the available
precautions;
The approaches associated with “cognitive limitations and (other) issues” emphasize
that though people’s actions reflect their beliefs about risks and benefits, the beliefbehavior correspondence is, due to unmotivated errors in people’s apprehension of
information and various cognitive factors, far from perfect;
The “fear as a direct or indirect motivator” perspective takes the position that reduction
in fear (rather than avoidance of harm) is the goal of preventive behavior;
Due to the “unrealistic optimism” perspective people tend to believe that they are not
vulnerable or that they are less vulnerable than others around them, and such a bias
inhibits preventive action;
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•

Finally, the “social influence perspective” accentuates the social pressure (e.g., through
praise or censure) upon victims to take precautions in order to avoid recurrences.

8.2. Instantiating the Theoretical Underpinnings—What Do Some of The Particular Theories Say?
Several examples can be stated to instantiate some of the theoretical views of riskrelated behavior, factors influencing it, and links between these factors. The theory of
social amplification of risk [120] deals with the mechanism through which the social
structures and processes of risk experience result in the repercussions on individual and
group perceptions, and afterwards affect the community, society, and economy. The role of
information about a threat and ways of its transmission and processing are emphasized:
the nature and magnitude of risk are essentially determined by the information system
and characteristics of public (social or individual) response. Risk events interact with
psychological, social, and cultural processes and influence (intensify or attenuate) risk
perceptions and related behavior. These in turn shape the social experience of risk and
generate secondary effects increasing or decreasing the physical risk itself. Another stage
of amplification may then occur to produce third-order impacts.
Another view is offered by the social cognitive model of disaster preparedness elaborated by Paton [34]: the model describes a developmental process that commences with
factors that motivate people to prepare, progresses through the formation of intentions, and
culminates in decisions to prepare. The interlinked factors implicated at particular stages
of the process are motivators or precursors (risk perception, anxiety/fear, critical awareness), intention formation variables (self-efficacy, outcome expectancy, response efficacy,
problem focused coping), and linkages between intentions and preparedness (perceived
responsibility, timing of hazard activity, sense of community, normative factors such as
trust and empowerment).
Green [24] discusses the elements influencing the mitigation behavior in a slightly
different way. First, there needs to be a signal to adopt the desirable behavior (own
responsibility, own strategies to handle the flood) and an incentive (for example social
pressure, charges, subsidies) sufficient to overcome the barriers to adopting it. If there are
no such barriers and the problem resides in lack of knowledge as to the more appropriate
behavior, the solution means finding effective ways of ensuring that the signal is received
and understood as intended (e.g., communication, flood mapping, campaigns to raise
awareness, warnings).
The model called as “hazard to action chain” [98] (p. 1054), specifically addresses the
issue of the weak relationship between risk perception and personal action. Three (groups
of) intervening variables are taken into account here: experience and motivation, trust
and responsibility, and personal ability (economic and personal conditions). Furthermore,
three reasons are identified of why individuals, though they understand the risk, do not act
accordingly: (a) The perceived benefits of living close to the river outweigh the potential
negative impacts; (b) the responsibility for action is transferred to someone else; (c) there is
a lack of resources to affect the situation present.
The protective action decision model (PADM) has been developed and so far applied
to examine the behavior pertinent to various environmental risks, such as earthquakes
or hurricanes, but also floods [112,159,160]; extensions of the model have been tested as
well [157]. According to the model, environmental cues, observations of other people,
or information from various sources initiate the awareness of a threat which, in turn,
serves as a motivation to search for an appropriate response. Important role play here the
risk area residents’ beliefs regarding the environmental hazard (for example its severity,
immediacy, consequences etc.,) and the particular protective actions (efficacy, requirements).
These, together with an adjustment context, vary as a function of hazard experience, social
environment and relationships, and socio-demographic characteristics [160].
A final mention within this section is devoted to the so-called protection motivation
theory (PMT), which recently gained special attention and a widespread application in
risk research [54], including the flood risk research [1,2,9,15,22,31,49,84,145,161,162]. PMT
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builds upon two main cognitive processes (and their combined effect) influencing a protection motivation and self-preservation behavior [9,22], namely threat appraisal and coping
appraisal. Threat appraisal (see also Section 4) is composed of perceived probability of
being exposed to a threat and perceived severity of the threat’s consequences [31]. Coping
appraisal has three subcomponents: perceived response efficacy, perceived self-efficacy,
and perceived costs, which include monetary, time, and effort factors [31]. If both appraisals
are high, people tend to adopt protective behaviors (for example, they take up some private
mitigation measures), while when the threat appraisal is high, but the coping appraisal
is low, non-protective responses (see Section 4.2) are likely to follow. The basic model
is often extended/adjusted through the incorporation of additional factors such as trust,
responsibility, temporal changes, emotions, prior experience, personal characteristics, or
social support [2,15,22,31,40,138,140,163].
8.3. Vulnerability and Resilience—Can the “Conceptual Frameworks/Models” Be the Right Answer?
The notions of risk perception and flood preparedness are often more or less explicitly subsumed into broader concepts, or conceptual frameworks, such as exposure,
resistance, susceptibility, vulnerability, or resilience. Especially the concepts of resilience
and vulnerability seem to gain a special prominence in disaster research and risk management [10,14,24,39,126,164–168]. Although there exists a multitude of these concepts’ definitions and schools of thought [3,24,95,165,167,168], some commonalities can be observed
in-between of them: typically, influenced by the ecological point of view [10,24,126,169],
the approach is systemic [24,170], i.e., focusing upon social-ecological [169,171] or human–
environment systems [128], and their structure, constituents, relations, characteristics, and
development. Emphasized are the interrelatedness, the importance assigned to the ability
of humans to learn and to adapt deliberately [31,86,128], and to people’s preparedness
regarding the risk they live with, and their capability to cope with the disaster and to
recuperate [3]. Thus, the proximity to hazard and local environmental characteristics
(exposure) are taken into account together with the ability of population to protect itself
from a threat (resistance) and to recover after a disaster (resilience); vulnerability (to environmental hazards) then means the potential for loss, involving a combination of factors
that determine the degree to which a person’s life or livelihood is put at risk by a particular
event [14,86,95]. Hence, the main task of various agents (potentially or actually) involved
in FRM is to systematically follow the interrelated goals of recognizing exposure, reducing
vulnerability, and enhancing resistance and resilience.
Yet, there are some impediments to fulfilling such a task, including the ambiguities
and unclearness regarding the concepts’ definitions, ways of interpretation, measurement,
causal links in between system components, importance of particular relations and assessment of results of applied measures. As, for example, the study of Cashman [10]
(p. 40) shows, even though there may be qualitative evidence of an increase in resilience,
it is difficult to assess the degree to which it has been (positively) affected by particular
actions taken. Naturally, there are sets of indicators and measurement frameworks at
hand [164,167,172]; yet, once again, they are diverse and lack a general acceptance. Though
such issues can be then tempting for academic debate, they may also be too elusive or
unduly intricate for the lay public, with questionable effects on the actual preparedness
and mitigation behaviors.
9. Overview of Findings and Suggestions for Future Flood Risk Research Agenda
A number of findings and views resulting from the flood risk research’s effort to deal
with various issues and factors of human floods-related decision-making processes and
behaviors were presented and discussed in this paper so far. This section addresses their
brief summary, overview, and several implications and suggestions for future research
agenda resulting from them (these suggestions do not mean that all the particular topics,
methods or theories mentioned are currently completely absent in the flood risk research;
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they rather mean that, because of the reasons stated, more/further attention should be
paid to them).
9.1. Responsibility
If accepted, personal responsibility can motivate agents to act accordingly. However,
the related issues of responsibility sharing or transfers are associated with concerns about
injustice, lacking/insufficient transfers of power, and uncertainty caused by competing
needs, interests, and actual options/resources. Thus, while agents may feel responsible
and obliged to engage in a desired manner, they also may lack adequate capacities so to
do. As a result, the inability to cope with the risk effectively in a long term or the tendency
to transfer the responsibility to “someone” or “something” else might prevail, which still
seems to be the usual case.
To acquire a fuller image of these issues, the links between costs, particular agents’ (for
example, households’) actual options, available resources (affordability), and subjective
views, as well as any kind of external support (for example, relief programs) need to be
scrutinized more thoroughly. The triangulation research methodology could be applied
here: merging and relating data from several resources (for example, insurance companies,
statistical reports, planning documents, surveys or interviews) can shed more light on
issues such as whether in cases of particular communities or households the costs or
unavailability of insurance represent actually crucial impediments to mitigation behaviors,
or rather the customary reliance on governmental support or public protection measures
plays the decisive role here. In this regard, comparisons of related findings from high-,
middle-, and low-income countries could probably offer interesting insights as well.
Further attention also needs to be paid both to the proclaimed and actual transfers
of power and their relations to agents’ everyday concerns and struggles. Analysis of
texts, including the discourse analysis or semiotic narrative analysis, can be applied to
examine the contents and (potential) effects of planning/policy-making documents; media
analysis, content analysis, or studies on (political) practices can offer novel/deeper insights
into the (often obscured) floods-related decision-making processes and power relations;
for understanding the local and community-based views and judgements in this regard,
interviews with local stakeholders and focus group discussions seem to be especially
beneficial (see Table 3).
9.2. Risk Perception
The role of risk perception, threat awareness, and information availability in promoting preparedness should be neither underestimated (to act, people simply have to know
about the threat), nor overrated (even if people know about the threat, it does not mean
that they will act accordingly). Complex relations with many other factors of floods-related
behavior mean that awareness or information availability usually cannot steer the people’s
actions in the desired direction on their own. For example, even if someone is interested
in being informed (which, for various reasons, is often not the case), the acquisition of
relevant information does not inevitably lead to the adoption of mitigation measures (for
example, because of the costs). From the viewpoint of both FRM and flood risk research,
these and the multitude of other related links still call for better understanding.
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Table 3. Responsibility–overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern
/Factors of Behavior 1

FRM—Assumptions and Expectations

FRM—Issues

•
•
•
•
•
•

Responsibility sharing
and transfers A
The role of the G&A B
The role of public
protection measures C
Financial issues D

1

•
•
•

Responsibility and costs should be
spread across a wider spectrum of
agents A,D
Agents are expected to accept their
share of responsibility A,B
Lowering preference of structural
flood protection measures A,C,D

•

•
Responsibility is not
accepted by those
expected so to do A,B,D
Issues of implementation
(e.g., tensions between
differing needs, ways of
development, and
interests of various agents;
continuing preference of
structural measures; lack
of resources) A,B,C,D
Combinations of
particular financial
instruments vary across
time and space, having
differentiated impacts
upon people’s mitigation
behavior A,D

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

Flood Risk Research—Recent Knowledge

•
•
•

•

•

Transfers of responsibility back and
forth between agents (including its
relegation to “somebody” or
“something” else, top-down transfers
often without corresponding transfers of
power and resources) A,B,C,D
Misalignment between the views of the
public and the G&A A,B,D
The G&A still play a decisive role in
FRMA,B,D
Structural measures: financially
unsustainable; no full protection;
residual risk; false sense of security;
levee effect; still favored A,C,D
Issues of costs and (un)affordability
(including poverty/social
justice/inequality concerns,
unavailability of insurance)A,D
Charity hazard/crowding-out effect A,D

•

•

•

•

Links between acceptation (or
refusal) of responsibility and
(other factors of) actual
mitigation behaviors A,B,C,D
Relations between costs, actual
options (resources available),
(un)affordability and relief
programs; confrontation of
data on incomes, costs and
external/governmental
support with agents’ subjective
views A,B,D
Transfers of power (actual,
proclaimed), their relations to
various agents’ everyday
concerns and struggles A,D
States of affairs: various
countries/regions/social
groups A,B,C,D

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•

•
•
•

Triangulation methodology:
various resources (insurance
companies, statistical
reports, planning documents,
surveys, interviews) A,B,D
Analysis of texts (discourse
analysis, semiotic narrative
analysis) A,B,D
Media analysis, content
analysis, or studies on
(political) practices A,B
Interviews with
stakeholders, focus group
discussions A,B,C,D

The main associations and links between the individual issues of concern and the information itemized in the remaining columns and bullets are indicated by the superscript letters.
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Phenomena that have been so far rather described than sufficiently explained are the
underestimation of the flood threat, and the cognitive biases or the so-called non-protective
responses (for example, avoidance, denial, wishful thinking, unfounded optimism, fatalism)
in general. These are not only topics in need of further investigation (for example, to find
out whether a transfer of responsibility to someone else is, under certain circumstances,
rather a necessity or a non-protective response), but, potentially, also of reconsideration:
though they can suppress the awareness and precautionary and mitigation behaviors, these
“non-protective” responses also can, through their psychological regulatory functions of
preventing excessive fear, worries, or stress, protect people’s minds/mental health and
thus, eventually, their general health. This issue thus also has a certain ethical dimension
(for example, which of these functions should be preferred or suppressed under which
circumstances), which should be considered both within relevant research and FRM, and
which relates to potential changes to relevant terminology as well.
Taking into account their frequent use, it is somewhat surprising there is still ambiguity regarding the terminology and conceptualizations/definitions of such key terms
as threat awareness or risk perception; clarifications are urgently needed here for the
sake of refinements of research procedures, and for the meaningful interpretations and
juxtapositions of particular studies’ results.
Floods can play very diverse and differentiated roles in the everyday lives of particular
individuals or social groups. A noticeable research gap still concerns more comprehensive
examinations of these roles, including the issues of what floods actually mean to people,
how these meanings (potentially) differ from those considered/utilized by researchers,
and how do they affect people’s choices and actions. Comparative analyses of the floods’
impacts upon the lives of people in high and middle- to low-income countries could be
useful for the assessments of, and recommendations for, political practices and FRM as well.
A variety of methods, including their integration/combination, could be of use to deal
with the research tasks sketched. While, for example, text, media, or content analyses can
be applied for inquiries on the policy information campaigns’ contents, in-depth interviews
might help us understand the actual effects of these campaigns’ delivery. Interviews, the use
of semantic differentials or open-ended questions (rather than those closed-ended ones with
predetermined choices of responses) in questionnaires, or methods of ethnographic research
could serve the task of (more thorough) understanding people’s particular standpoints,
(the reasons of) their actual responses to the threat they face, the meanings of floods in their
lives, and the connotations they associate with floods and other floods-related issues (see
Table 4).
9.3. Socio-Demographic Characteristics
Three main reasons probably stand behind the frequent use of socio-demographic
variables such as age, gender, or education in flood risk research: the availability of pertinent data from statistical reports, certain research tradition in utilizing them to internally
differentiate populations under study, and the intentions to uncover potential patterns
of pertinent attitudes or actions. Such patterns, for example, show that age is usually
associated with differences regarding flood experience; gender relates to different levels
of vulnerability or meanings and importance attributed to particular risks and practices;
and educational level is linked with personal preparedness and the amount and quality of
information people tend to obtain and utilize. Nevertheless, not only are these observations
not completely affirmed, but the (often contradictory) findings of relevant studies also
show that many other links between characteristics of individuals and other factors of their
risk-related behaviors are indeed present, yet not clear or generally valid. This suggests
that, first, the socio-demographic characteristics can be no way taken as standalone determinants or direct predictors of particular actions, and, second, that the research on (the
character of) their relations with other factors involved is further needed (see Table 5).
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Table 4. Risk perception—overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern
/Factors of Behavior 1

FRM—Assumptions and Expectations

FRM—Issues

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Threat awareness A
Information availability B
Cognitive biases C
· Quality of life D

1

•
•

Threat awareness and information
about floods promote preparedness A,B
Cognitive biases can be solved through
information availability B,C
People will act since they perceive
floods as a harmful constituent of their
lives D

•

•

Assumptions are not fully
met A,B,C,D
Awareness campaigns and
information availability
do not predict interest or
expected behavior,
cognitive biases are still
present A,B,C
Floods do not have to be
necessarily such an
important constituent of
people’s lives to make
them act D

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

Flood Risk Research—Recent Knowledge

•
•
•

•

Threat awareness does not necessarily
predict behavior, other factors are
involved A
Information availability does not raise
awareness, nor does it predict
behavior A,B
Information is often underestimated,
underutilized B
People tend to underestimate the
threat, deny the possibility that the
danger is real or acute, believe that the
disaster is less likely to happen (again)
to them A,C
Floods play variegated and changing
roles in the lives of particular people
or social groups, the importance of
other factors can prevail, relations
between overall quality of life and
floods are of particular concern
regarding the middle- and
low-income countries D

•

•
•

•
•

•

Links between awareness,
information availability and
other factors of floods-related
behaviors A,B
Contents and effects of
information campaigns B
Underestimation of the threat,
the role of cognitive biases and
“non-protective responses”
(reconsideration and further
research)A,C
Refinements and clarifications
of terminology, definitions,
conceptual distinctions A,C
Research gap concerning the
role of floods within broader
evaluations of people’s
everyday lives, and the issues
of meanings D
Floods and quality of life in
various countries/regions D

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•
•

•
•

Text, media, or content
analyses A,B,C
In-depth interviews,
semantic differentials,
open-ended questions
(rather than those
closed-ended ones)A,B,C,D
Methods of ethnographic
research A,D
Ethical considerations C

The main associations and links between the individual issues of concern and the information itemized in the remaining columns and bullets are indicated by the superscript letters.
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Table 5. People and floods–overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern/Factors of Behavior 1

FRM–Assumptions and Expectations

Flood Risk Research–Recent
Knowledge

FRM–Issues

•

•

•
•
•
•

The role of the socio-demographic
characteristics A
The role of experience B
The role of social environment C

•

Characteristics of people (including
age, gender, education, flood
experience) and social environment
predict floods-related behaviors A,B,C
Relevant information about these
characteristics can be used to
promote preparedness A,B,C

•
•

There are some
relevant associations,
yet they are not
straightforward
enough to be utilized
unambiguously A,B,C
Flood experience does
not necessarily predict
expected behavior B
Issues of
implementation (e.g.,
trust needs to be
supported, yet too
much reliance upon
each other can weaken
motivation to personal
preparedness) C

•
•

•
•
•

1

Associations observed:
age–experience;
gender–vulnerability,
meanings/importance of
particular risks and behaviors;
education–preparedness, the
amount and quality of information
utilized A
Particular links are, however, not
clear-cut, other factors are
involved A,B
There are different kinds of “flood
experience”, they are associated
with various attitudes and
behaviors (relevant links are not
clear-cut, evidence is
mixed/contradictory) B
Social environment affects the
ways people deal with floods and
vice versa C
The nature of social relationships
can both support and weaken
preparedness C
Views and findings can differ
considerably due to differing
theoretical assumptions C

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Most of the relevant links are
still a matter of dispute A,B,C
Identification of latent and
redundant variables, groups of
strongly correlated variables or
(dis)similar observations,
classification of the variables in
terms of their explanatory
power A,B
Links between experience and
the character/magnitude and
time aspects of floods B
The nature and meaning(s) of
the experience itself B
Semantic, conceptual and
terminological refinements and
clarifications B,C
Effects of the floods-society
interaction, including its
particular nuances,
levels/spaces of investigation,
and networks of relations C
Poverty, social
injustice/inequality C
Developments regarding the
theoretical underpinnings C

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•
•

•
•

•
•

Multivariate analyses (e.g.,
factor, cluster analyses) A,B
Mixed approaches
(hydrological data,
historical/archival
records, testimonies, oral
histories, field
observations) B
Interviews, open-ended
questions B
Case studies,
ethnographic research,
participant or
non-participant
observations, participant
action research, focus
groups B,C
Conversation analysis B,C
Ethical and theoretical
considerations C

The main associations and links between the individual issues of concern and the information itemized in the remaining columns and bullets are indicated by the superscript letters.
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The multitude of observed correlations between these and other variables/factors also
suggest a methodological challenge for future flood risk research, namely the wider application of the multivariate analysis methods such as factor analysis, principal components
analysis, cluster and discriminant analysis, the structural equation modelling (including
the path analysis), and other. Drawing on various sources of data (for example, statistical
reports, questionnaire surveys), and merging these data together, these methods can serve
a few main goals, including identification of groups of strongly correlated variables or
(dis)similar observations/cases, seeking for latent variables/dimensions of data, recognizing the redundant variables, and classifying the variables in terms of their explanatory
power (and thus also potentially saving researchers’ time, effort, and resources).
9.4. Flood Experience
There is a widespread accord within the research community that (flood) experience
affects people’s views of the risk/threat and what they (intend to) do about it; a direct
experience and, especially, being one of the victims of/affected by flood through a personal
loss or damage to private property is particularly important in this sense. However, the
findings regarding particular effects of experience upon behavior are not uniform, and
sometimes even contradictory. Thus, for example, while the factor in general is expected
to encourage one’s own mitigation actions, depending on the other circumstances and
individual’s options this does not have to be always the case. Once again, several other
factors (such as actual or perceived costs, one’s own abilities to mitigate the threat effectively
and other) are involved here, yet the links between them and experience are still a matter
of ongoing debate (see Table 5).
Out of the many pertinent directions of further research, two seem to be especially
promising: the one focused on effects of the character of the very floods themselves,
including their magnitude (for example, how major or minor floods affect experience
and behavior), and the other one dealing with the time aspect of floods (for example, the
relationships between experience/memories and the recency, duration, and frequency of
floods, the ways the effect of flood experience changes over time, or simply how long the
effect of experience lasts at all). Mixed approaches could be essentially beneficial for dealing
with such research tasks, relating data from hydrological/climatological measurements,
historical records, and archival research with observations of people’s views and memories
(examined through interviews, testimonies and oral histories), including their material
aspect (memorials, visual clues such as markings of the floods’ peaking levels on local
houses).
The nature and meaning(s) of the experience itself seem to be another key area to
be dealt with more thoroughly in the future. Experience is often applied as a generic/
undifferentiated term, and this can, because of the misapprehensions on the researcher(s)—
researcher(s) and researcher(s)—research participant(s) axes, cause vague or misleading
inputs for research and interpretation of its findings. A set of semantic, conceptual, and
terminological refinements and clarifications is needed here; drawing on methods such as
interviews or open-ended questions, related with the issue is also an increased research
interest in individual and social meanings of flood experience (for example, to address the
issue of what does it actually mean “to be hit by a flood” for people living in flood-prone
areas, and how the differing meanings affect their intentions and actions).
9.5. Social Environment
There is a consensus that (the character of) social environment affects flood preparedness, and that (the course and aftermath of) floods, in a way or another, affect the social
environment. However, this seems to be where the limits of the consensus are, and where
the differing or conflicting views and findings begin. The reviewed studies show, for
example, that factors such trust and mutual support amongst community members can
both increase and decrease preparedness; and in the aftermath of floods local/community
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relationships can both improve or get worse, and these effects are of questionable temporal
duration and variability.
The role of the social environment is so far less than the partially explored field of
flood risk research. Taking into account the differing levels (from local to global) upon
which the “society” is regularly studied, as well as the complexity of networks involved,
the spectrum of research goals, focuses and methods is an enormous one. For example,
since the private precautionary and mitigation measures are adopted by residents of the
flood-prone areas, the local level of investigation might seem to be of prime significance
for research efforts. In such cases, the community-based approaches and case studies,
the techniques of ethnographic research, the participant or non-participant observations,
participant action research, focus groups interviewing or conversation analysis are greatly
beneficial for acquiring data and understanding the particular social settings, (power)
relations, and the ways these operate and function. Yet the local level of inquiry and action
is also inevitably interrelated with the other (regional, national) ones through financial
flows, resources transfers, political/decision-making regimes and processes, information
campaigns, and a multitude of other links. Relating the local or regional findings to the
processes and changes taking place worldwide can help us understand and interpret
them in much wider frameworks and in relation to global issues (for example, the one of
climate change); this intercommunication of findings has, moreover, a two-way supportive
character.
The differing, theory-based, roles assigned to individuals and social relationships/
bonds/norms/structures are often the decisive factors standing behind differences regarding particular studies’ concepts, data, methods, or findings. Yet, although there is
apparently a number of various pertinent theoretical views already applied, a plethora of
(other) social or social-psychological theories and approaches is still not utilized in studying floods-related perceptions and behaviors. Theoretical underpinnings thus represent
another social environment-related challenge for flood risk research, associated also with
the issue of proper conceptual distinctions (currently, for example, the concept of social
capital seems to be applied often in a too general way).
Last, but not the least, the ethical considerations are in place here as well, for example
in relation to judging and influencing the character of the social relationships (see Table 5).
9.6. Geography of Risk
A range of spatial and other geographical features of places or regions are associated
not only with the actual and perceived flood risk, but also with the reasons why people live
in the flood-prone areas at all; factors of why to live in endangered territories can, and this
is rather the usual case, outweigh those of why not so to do. Moreover, people are, at least
seemingly, mostly reluctant toward applying the adaptation strategy of moving out of the
area, even if they have been already (possibly repeatedly) affected by floods. Among other
factors, the financial impediments and emotional ties to the place seem to be of special
importance in this regard.
The relationships between geographical characteristics of places (such as elevation,
distance, population density, settlement’s character and many other) and the risks they
face still deserve further attention, if only because of the ongoing socio-economic development in flood-plains. There is a number of methods to be applied here, including the
methodological developments based on their combination: such is the case of pinpointing
data from surveys through positioning/localization technics (such procedures may be also
ethically disputable), superposition of maps portraying subjective views of the threat with
those of its actual presence, or analyses of the so-called cognitive/mental maps of areas by
means of the Geographical Information Systems or computer-modelling procedures based
on Artificial Intelligence.
Dealing with the attitudes, intentions, or actions of the respondents/participants who
stayed to live in the endangered areas, but not of those people who had (possibly) moved
out of there, seems to be a relatively frequent methodological limitation of pertinent studies
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(the author of this review feels indebted to an anonymous reviewer for pointing this out to
him). Yet, even though conducting such a study may be more demanding, paying attention
to views and stories both of people who stayed, and of those who (for whatever reasons)
moved out from the flood-prone areas can bring more thorough insights into the relevant
motivations, intentions, and factors of their realization.
Indicators and spatial patterns of social inequalities, deprivation, or poverty should
be observed closely in relation to the flood-prone areas and in relation to the issues of
(financial) resources allocation and social justice. Of specific concerns are these issues within
the middle- and low-income countries, often experiencing rapid, unbridled urbanization.
The emotional ties and local identities people develop in relation to particular places
still deserve further attention from researchers; studying personal/life histories, diaries,
memoirs, (auto)biographies, photographs, or oral histories/narrations can add a lot of
beneficial knowledge here. Moreover, triangulation/mixed methods approaches can be
used to relate such data to those associated with financial options/impediments and
prompts (such as support provided through relocation programs). This way, a noticeable
research gap concerning which of the factors involved (emotional, financial, or other ones)
prevail under which circumstances (for example, after a major flood) in affecting pertinent
decision-making processes and actual actions taken, can be addressed (see Table 6).
9.7. Emotions
Along with the other associated factors, floods, their character, and their consequences,
influence the nature of pertinent emotional responses. The emotions, in return, affect
people’s intentions and actions, including those related to floods; these effects can be
both straightforward and convoluted, and, in terms of preparedness, both motivating
and demotivating. For example, fear of experiencing a loss can motivate people to adopt
mitigation measures. Yet if such measures showed up to be insufficient during the previous
flood (potentially leading to feelings of helplessness), resignation, fatalistic views, or
blaming and transfer of responsibility to someone else may result.
Many other links between particular emotional states themselves and other factors
of preparedness still call for more thorough understanding. For example, the role of trust
is still indeed a puzzling one: it can, depending on the particular circumstances, both
support and hamper one’s own mitigation behavior; moreover, trust is often, though
counterintuitively, concurrent with blaming of those to whom it has been put (for example,
the government). Several methods can be applied by the flood risk research not only to
scrutinize the issue of “balanced” or “right degree” of trust in-between particular agents,
but also to further examine the roles of other floods-related emotions, such as anger or
sorrow. Questionnaires, in-depth interviews, ethnographic research, and observations of
gestures/bodily movements can be applied (with keeping in mind the inseparable ethical
considerations of such a research, and respecting the dignity of human beings) to study
not only what people say, but also what do they do/how do they act (for example, just
during the flood). Media analysis can be used to explore, for example, in what ways media
represent disasters or inform about them (including the speeches of politicians), and how
are such representations emotionally experienced by their receivers; next to self-reports,
measurements of physiological reactions can be applied in such cases as well (see Table 7).
9.8. Theories and Conceptual Models
There are currently a handful of theories used in the flood risk research to study the
protective and mitigation behaviors; some of them stem from this very research itself,
others were adopted from other fields of scientific concern, yet they have all in common
the efforts to describe and explain the (causal) mechanisms between particular factors
involved. The differences between the theories and models are associated mainly with
the ways they portray the links between these factors, or with the differing importance
placed upon particular links or (sets of) factors; furthermore, while some theories aim for
understanding the phenomenon under investigation in a (relatively) comprehensive way,
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others focus on some of its aspects, components, or processes involved (for example, the
financial issues).
Except of its findings’ practical application in FRM, the theoretical developments
currently represent probably the greatest challenge, but also opportunity, for further advancements in flood risk research. Such developments will, presumably, take place in two
interrelated lines: the first one means the continuous adjustments and refinements of the
theoretical underpinnings already applied; within the other one, this extant repertoire will
be extended by theories so far not frequently utilized in flood risk research. Completely
newly developed theoretical underpinnings can thus appear, or the ones developed elsewhere can be utilized for the sake of studying flood risk perceptions and related human
behaviors/agency as well (for example, feminist theories, sociology of associations and
material semiotics, contemporary hermeneutics and other).
Three aspects of the further theoretical developments are worth special attention.
First, attempts to develop any “universal” theory of what and why people do, or do not
do, regarding the (flood) risk are rather a questionable endeavor; and application of the
“all-embracing” concepts (such as, for example, the concept of well-being/quality of life)
for such a task is disputable as well: while they can serve a better understanding of the
circumstances of people’s lives, the ambiguity of these concepts’ definitions, theoretical
basis, or methodological procedures can bring even more confusion where they were
expected to bring explanation, unity, and order. Second, all theories applied in flood
risk research can add something important to the understanding of the issues of concern;
yet the pertaining contributions need to be considered carefully, taking into account that
particular theories build on specific starting points, assumptions, methodologies, or kinds
of empirical observations, and that the view they offer is only one of the many. Third, the
combination in the sense of merging the particular theories may sound as a challenging
idea (for example, flood risk research can be seen as having a great potential for bridging
the natural and social sciences). Yet, caution is in order here as well. Since their ontological,
epistemological, but also axiological or ethical foundations often differ fundamentally, the
particular theories do not have to be mutually compatible (see Table 8).
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Table 6. Geography of risk–overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern
/Factors of Behavior 1

FRM–Assumptions and Expectations

FRM—Issues

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

Flood Risk Research—Recent Knowledge

•
•
•

•
•
•

The role of
geographical/spatial
characteristics A
Socio-economic
development in
floodplains B
Moving out/relocation C

1

•
•

Spatial features affect flood risk
and this needs to be taken into
account in planning processes A,B
The less people will live in
flood-prone areas, the lower the
vulnerability/flood risk B,C

•

Despite an increasing
flood risk, the
socio-economic
development in
flood-prone areas
continues or even
accelerates B,C

•
•
•

Geographical features and spatial
characteristics (e.g., elevation,
distance, population density),
relations and differences affect the
actual and perceived risk A
Reasons of why to live in flood prone
areas often outweigh those of why not
so to do A,B,C
People develop emotional ties with
places C
Mainly because of these ties and/or
financial constraints people usually
stay to live in flood-prone areas even
after being hit by a flood C

•

•
•

•

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•
Links between geographical
features of places and the risk
they face A
People who (for whatever
reasons) moved out from the
flood-prone areas C
Indicators and spatial patterns of
poverty, social inequalities or
deprivation in relation to
flood-prone areas and issues of
(financial) resources allocation
and social justice; situation in
low-income countries A,B
Emotional ties (place attachment)
and local identities C
Factors of relocation/moving out,
including financial impediments
and prompts (e.g., relocation
programs) C
(Changes of) the relative
importance of particular factors,
such as the financial and
emotional ones, in affecting
moving out-related intentions
and behaviors C

•

•

•

•

•

Positioning/localization
technics, data from surveys
(need of ethical
considerations) A
Superposition of maps of
people’s subjective views of
the threat with those of its
actual presence A
Analyses of the
cognitive/mental maps of
areas by means of the
Geographical Information
Systems or
computer-modelling
procedures based on Artificial
Intelligence A
Interviews, questionnaires
A,B,C
· Media analysis, content
analysis, or studies on
decision-making processes B,C
Personal/life histories,
diaries, memoirs,
(auto)biographies,
photographs, oral
histories/narrations C
Triangulation of data/mixed
methods approaches C

The main associations and links between the individual issues of concern and the information itemized in the remaining columns and bullets are indicated by the superscript letters.
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Table 7. Emotions/feelings–overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern
/Factors of Behavior

FRM—Assumptions and Expectations

FRM—Issues

•
•
•
•

The role of emotions

•

Emotions are associated with
pertinent behaviors, yet the
character of these
associations is not a
straightforward one (e.g.,
they can both motivate and
demotivate people to take
relevant actions)

Emotions influence floods-related
decision-making processes and
behaviors
Relevant knowledge can be
useful for FRM policies

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

Flood Risk Research—Recent Knowledge

•

•

A set of emotions is typically
associated with floods (e.g., fear,
anger, sorrow, blame, hopelessness,
trust)
Fear can motivate people to adopt
mitigation measures and behaviors,
yet when it is associated with
helplessness, the effect can be the
opposite one
There are links (some even
paradoxical/counterintuitive)
between sorrow, anger, blaming and
trust, yet the nature of this links is still
unclear

•
•

•
•

Links between particular
emotional states (and other
factors of preparedness)
Paradoxical relations between
blaming and trust, and the
issue of “balanced” or “right
degree” of trust in-between
particular agents
Feelings-related perceptions,
meanings, physiological
responses
Refinements of terminology,
conceptual distinctions, and
theoretical basis

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•

In-depth interviews,
questionnaires
Ethnographic research and
observations of gestures and
other bodily movements (need
of ethical considerations)
Media analysis
Measurements of physiological
reactions

•

•
•

Table 8. Theories, conceptual frameworks/models—overview of findings, implications, and suggestions for future flood risk research agenda.
Issues of Concern
/Factors of Behavior

FRM—Assumptions and Expectations

FRM—Issues

•
•
•

Theories, concepts,
models

•

Floods-related behaviors can be
explained and thus also predicted
and influenced

Explanatory and
predictive abilities of
extant theories are still
very limited, conceptual
models are variegated and
their application is
disputable

Implications and Suggestions for
Future Research, Research Gaps

Flood Risk Research—Recent Knowledge

•
•

A variety of more or less similar
theories and models is applied in
recent flood risk research, relevant
classifications are available
Some theories were developed within
flood risk research, some were
adopted from elsewhere
Differences relating to
comprehensiveness, focus on
particular (groups of) factors or links
between them

•
•

Adjustments and refinements
of the theories/models already
applied
“New” theories: either
completely new, or adopted
from elsewhere (e.g.,
contemporary hermeneutics)

Methods and Other Research
Considerations

•

Further (critical/scrupulous)
considerations and caution
needed regarding:

(a)

“universal” theory or the use
of “all-embracing” concepts
(e.g., quality of life);
particular theories and their
particular starting points and
views;
merging of theories

(b)
(c)
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10. Conclusions
Recent FRM faces the issue of mismatched expectations: while the G&A expect, at
least officially, that people will engage more actively in floods-related tasks and processes
such as flood preparedness and mitigation of the threat, most people remain reluctant, at
least so it may seem, toward getting involved more actively in such an enterprise, and they
still tend to expect that the G&A (or, simply, someone, or something else) will take care
of their safety and post-flood recovery. To offer insights to be able to better understand,
explain, and potentially resolve this issue (and many other issues more or less related to it),
flood risk research’s effort aims at studying and understanding factors involved and the
ways these are interconnected.
Based on the literature review, this paper focused on overviewing and synthesizing
the findings and views resulting from such an endeavor. The main attention was paid to
the private precautionary and mitigation activities and measures, and the reasons why
these are (not) adopted by individuals and households. During the review process, factors
of the issue currently considered to be of prime, or growing importance in flood risk
research were identified, and these were discussed within the six key themes constituting
the interpretation framework of the paper. Findings of this review point not only to
the consensual views associated with flood risk perceptions and adoption of particular
measures, but also to the conflicting findings and views as well. Moreover, results of this
study indicate a considerable number of ambiguities, uncertainties, and research gaps,
deserving to be addressed by future research agenda.
This study, naturally, has its limitations. The nature of the search strategy used and
of the very review itself is a semi-systematic one. Thus, despite the author’s best efforts
to cover the issue under consideration comprehensively, not all studies on the subject
of interest were included or studied thoroughly, and so not all pertinent findings and
views could be taken into account. Since the information presented had to be necessarily
generalized, particularities of relevant circumstances in individual countries or regions
could not be discussed thoroughly. Since the study was conducted by a single author,
there is a possibility of subjective bias regarding the study’s particular stages and resulting
information and interpretations. Regardless of these or any other limitations, the author
believes that this paper will serve as a useful reference/departure point for those interested
in (future) flood risk research and management.
Funding: This paper was elaborated in the scope of the project funded by the Czech Science Foundation “The nature and dynamics of local land use conflicts in a polyrational arena” (identification
number 20–11782S).
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